All Gender Bathroom Resource Guide

Best Practices

1. [5 Lessons in Creating Gender-Inclusive Restrooms on Campus](from EAB.com)
   This article shares five important lessons learned from California colleges and universities from their own campus bathroom conversions.

2. [Best Practices: Restroom Access](from Out & Equal)
   This guide provides simple do’s, don’ts, and signage recommendations.

Conversion and Construction Guidelines

1. [Design Guidelines for Multi-stall All Gender Restrooms](from University of Pennsylvania)
   These guidelines provide useful considerations and examples for creating multi-stall all gender restrooms.

2. [Guidelines for All-Gender Restroom and Shower and Changing Facilities in New Construction/Renovations](from Stanford University)
   These guidelines provide direction for new construction, alteration, and renovations of academic, public use, administrative, and residential building bathrooms. Additionally, the plans for existing facilities section may help prioritize conversion of existing bathroom.

Signage and Language

1. [Inclusive Restroom Design](from Library Design)
   This article emphasizes the importance of inclusive signage and labels.

2. [Good Practices: Inclusive Restrooms and Signage](from University of Maryland LGBT Equity Center):
   This resource page shares good practices for inclusive restroom signage in all gender bathrooms.

Texas A&M Resources

1. [Gender-Inclusive Bathroom Resolution](
   This resolution from the 71st Session of the Texas A&M Student Senate supports the creation of a university-wide, gender-inclusive bathroom policy at Texas A&M.

2. [Campus Map]
   To find existing unisex bathrooms on the college station campus, select the "Aggie Map Legend” and then check the requested resources.